FEATURES
- Free consultation from an industry expert
- Opportunities for improvement are identified
- Your reliability team receives FREE one-on-one lubricants training as the industry expert walks through your facility
- You receive rapid feedback on your lubrication program

BENEFITS
- Confirmation that the right lubricant is used in each application
- Best practices and improvement opportunities are identified
- Potential for improved component life and increased equipment reliability
- Potential for reduced maintenance costs

HOW?
- Your industry expert will conduct an evaluation of your current lubrication program in the eight critical categories shown below
- Your industry expert will present an equipment and lubricant application review
- You and your industry expert identify possible KPI improvement projects, which can be implemented in the future
- When projects are implemented, the value of each project is recorded

TIMING
- Prior to the visit: Inform your industry expert of the necessary PPE and on-site safety training requirements; get approval for photos to be taken; schedule key personnel from your site to join the assessment process
- Typical visit: Begin with a 30-minute “kick off” meeting for your industry expert to learn the wants and needs of key site personnel – managers, reliability engineers, purchasing agents, etc. After this, a knowledgeable escort (or escorts) should walk through the entire facility with your industry expert, often beginning with the lubricants storage room. The industry expert will take pictures and notes, which will become part of the output presentation
- Presentation: Your industry expert will present findings, ideally within 24 hours of the site walk-through
- After the visit: The site implements improvement projects and records their value as part of a KPI program

ELEMENTS
- Equipment Optimization
- Storage and Handling
- Lubricant Application
- Project Planning and Review
- Standard Procedures
- Oil Condition Monitoring
- Contamination Control
- Training

MONITORING SUCCESS
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